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Figure 1. Different from optimization-based 2D-lifting methods such as DreamFusion [47], DIRECT-3D directly generates 3D contents in
a single forward pass (a). To mitigate the lack of high-quality 3D data, DIRECT-3D enables efficient end-to-end training of 3D generative
models on massive noisy and unaligned ‘in-the-wild’ 3D assets (b). Once trained, DIRECT-3D can generate high-quality 3D objects with
accurate geometric details and various textures in 12 seconds on a single V100, driven by text prompts (c). DIRECT-3D can also be used
as effective 3D geometry prior that significantly alleviates the Janus problem in 2D-lifting methods (d).

Abstract

We present DIRECT-3D, a diffusion-based 3D genera-
tive model for creating high-quality 3D assets (represented
by Neural Radiance Fields) from text prompts. Unlike re-
cent 3D generative models that rely on clean and well-
aligned 3D data, limiting them to single or few-class gener-
ation, our model is directly trained on extensive noisy and
unaligned ‘in-the-wild’ 3D assets, mitigating the key chal-
lenge (i.e., data scarcity) in large-scale 3D generation. In
particular, DIRECT-3D is a tri-plane diffusion model that
integrates two innovations: 1) A novel learning framework
where noisy data are filtered and aligned automatically dur-
ing the training process. Specifically, after an initial warm-
up phase using a small set of clean data, an iterative opti-
mization is introduced in the diffusion process to explicitly

estimate the 3D pose of objects and select beneficial data
based on conditional density. 2) An efficient 3D representa-
tion that is achieved by disentangling object geometry and
color features with two separate conditional diffusion mod-
els that are optimized hierarchically. Given a prompt input,
our model generates high-quality, high-resolution, realis-
tic, and complex 3D objects with accurate geometric de-
tails in seconds. We achieve state-of-the-art performance
in both single-class generation and text-to-3D generation.
We also demonstrate that DIRECT-3D can serve as a useful
3D geometric prior of objects, for example to alleviate the
well-known Janus problem in 2D-lifting methods such as
DreamFusion. The code and models are available for re-
search purposes at: https://github.com/qihao067/direct3d.
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1. Introduction
Diffusion models [26, 55] have achieved significant success
in 2D image synthesis [3, 50, 51], owing to the large amount
of image-text pairs and scaleable framework. However, ap-
plying diffusion models to the 3D domain is challenging,
mostly due to the lack of 3D data: Current 3D datasets
are orders of magnitude smaller than their 2D counterparts,
and also exhibit significant disparities in quality and com-
plexity. Specifically, the most widely-used dataset (i.e.
ShapeNet [9]) comprises only 51K 3D models and focuses
on individual objects. Larger datasets like Objaverse [17]
and Objaverse-XL [16], despite containing over 10M ob-
jects from Sketchfab, are noisy in quality and lack align-
ment (i.e., objects in varying poses). As clean and well-
aligned data continue to be very important for current meth-
ods [10, 43, 53], people still have to rely on high-quality
yet small datasets like ShapeNet for training, and no previ-
ous 3D generative model can be directly trained on larger
‘in-the-wild’ 3D data such as Objaverse. As a result, these
methods are constrained to single-class generation, and can
only generate objects with limited diversity and complex-
ity, such as cars and tables. In addition, the lack of efficient
network design poses additional challenges, as there is no
consensus on 3D data representation or network architec-
ture that can efficiently handle high-dimensional 3D data.

To circumvent the shortage of 3D data and efficient ar-
chitectures, one line of work [35, 47] leverages image priors
from 2D diffusion models to optimize a Neural Radiance
Field (NeRF) [41]. However, they are time-consuming and
fragile, and often lack of geometric consistency, leading to
the Janus problem (e.g., multiple faces on an animal). Re-
cently, one important step was made by Shap-E [29] that di-
rectly models the distribution of large-scale 3D objects for
implicit 3D representation generation. However, they do not
address the aforementioned strict requirement for training
data. Instead, they rely on vast amounts of proprietary data,
which is time-consuming and costly to obtain, and they still
need to invest considerable efforts to further enhance data
quality [44]. In addition, Shap-E necessitates multi-stage
training with a complex recipe, requiring point clouds and
RGBA images with per-pixel 3D coordinates as input.

In this work, we present DIRECT-3D, a Diffusion model
with IteRativE optimization for Conditional Text-to-3D
generation (Fig. 1). It enables direct training on massive
noisy and unaligned ‘in-the-wild’ 3D data in an end-to-end
manner, with multi-view images as supervision. Given a
text prompt, it generates a variety of high-quality 3D ob-
jects (NeRFs) with precise geometric details and diverse
textures within seconds. Our model consists of a 2D dif-
fusion module to generate tri-plane features [8] and a NeRF
decoder to extract NeRF parameters from the generated tri-
plane. Tri-plane features facilitate an efficient 3D represen-
tation in well-established 2D networks, and NeRF offers an

effective and compact way to model intricate details of 3D
objects. To tackle the aforementioned challenges, we made
the following important technical innovations:

Firstly, we incorporate an iterative optimization process
into the diffusion step to explicitly estimate the pose and
quality of the 3D data based on the conditional density of
the diffusion model, enabling automatic cleaning and align-
ment of the data during training. It considerably reduces
the need for high-quality and precisely aligned 3D data and
opens up a novel method to efficiently train 3D generative
models on large amounts of ‘in-the-wild’ 3D assets. Sec-
ondly, we disentangle 3D geometry and 2D color of the
object, modeling them hierarchically with two separate dif-
fusion models. The geometry tri-plane is generated first,
and the color is generated conditioned on geometry and the
text prompt. This disentanglement enhances the efficiency
and capabilities for modeling 3D data. It also allows for
more flexible usage of our model. For example, our geom-
etry diffusion module can be seamlessly integrated in ex-
isting Score Distillation Sampling [47] based approaches,
and provide additional 3D geometry priors, which signifi-
cantly improve the geometry consistency while preserving
the high-fidelity texture from the 2D image diffusion mod-
els. Finally, we propose an automated method to generate
multiple descriptive prompts for each object, spanning from
coarse to fine-grained levels, which enhances the alignment
between prompt features and the generated 3D objects.

We evaluate DIRECT-3D on both single-class generation
and text-to-3D generation. For single-class generation, our
method outperforms all previous methods on all tested cat-
egories by a large margin when trained on exactly the same
data (e.g., from 14.27 to 7.26 in FID), proving our effective-
ness in modeling 3D data. For text-to-3D generation, we
achieve superior performances compared to previous work
(Shap-E [29]), excelling in quality, detail, complexity, and
realism. User studies show that 73.9% of raters prefer our
approach over Shap-E. In addition, when used as geometry
prior, our method significantly improves the 3D consistency
of previous 2D-lifting models (e.g. DreamFusion [47]), and
raises the generation success rate from 12% to 84%.

In summary, we make the following contributions:

• We propose DIRECT-3D, which enables end-to-end
training of 3D generative models on extensive noisy and
unaligned ‘in-the-wild’ 3D data. It achieves state-of-the-
art performance on both single-class and large-scale text-
guided 3D generation.

• Given text prompts, DIRECT-3D is able to generate high-
quality, high-resolution, realistic, and complex 3D objects
(NeRFs) with precise geometric details in seconds.

• DIRECT-3D provides important and easy-to-use 3D ge-
ometry prior of arbitrary objects, complementing 2D pri-
ors provided by image diffusion models.
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Figure 2. Method overview. Given a prompt, we generate a NeRF with two modules: The disentangled tri-plane diffusion module uses
2 (or 4 if the super-resolution plug-in is used) diffusion models to generate geometry (fg) and color (fc) tri-plane separately. Then both
tri-planes are reshaped and fed into a NeRF auto-decoder to get the final outputs. During training, an iterative optimization process is
introduced in the geometry diffusion to explicitly model the pose θ of objects and select beneficial ones, enabling efficient training on noisy
‘in-the-wild’ data. The whole model is end-to-end trainable (with or without SR plug-in), with only multi-view 2D images as supervision.

2. Related Work

Direct 3D generation. Early work relies on either
GAN [22] or VAE [32] to model the distribution of 3D ob-
jects, represented by voxel grids [5, 21, 61], point clouds [1,
42, 63, 67], or implicit representations [12, 45, 54]. Re-
cently, diffusion models [26, 55] have been utilized to cre-
ate objects with appearance [2, 10, 23, 30, 31, 43] or pure
geometric shapes [13, 20, 28, 34, 37, 53, 64–67]. However,
these methods are constrained by their reliance on clean and
well-aligned 3D datasets such as ShapeNet [9]. Hence, they
can only focus on a single category or a few categories.

Recently, Cao et al. [6] train a class-conditional 3D dif-
fusion model on OmniObject3D [62], which contains 216
object categories, enabling large-vocabulary 3D generation.
However, their need for well-aligned 3D data limits their
training set to just 5.9K objects, averaging only 27 objects
per category, which severely restricts the quality and diver-
sity. To enable large-scale 3D generation, Point-E [44] and
Shap-E [29] train text-conditional diffusion models on mas-
sive proprietary data. However, acquiring such data is costly
and time-consuming, and large efforts are still required to
further enhance the data quality [44]. In contrast, we di-
rectly tackle this key constraint on training data by enabling
direct training on extensive ‘in-the-wild’ 3D data, which is
cost-effective and easy to scale up.
Text-to-3D generation with 2D diffusion. To circum-
vent the constraints imposed by limited 3D data and enable
large-scale generation, another line of work [11, 27, 35, 40,
47, 57, 58, 60] leverages pre-trained 2D image diffusion pri-
ors for 3D generation. However, they are known for suffer-
ing from the Janus problem, in which radially asymmetric
objects exhibit unintended symmetries, due to the lack of
3D consistency in 2D diffusion models. MV-Dream [52]
mitigates this issue by fine-tuning a pre-trained image diffu-
sion model to produce multi-view images, highlighting the

importance of 3D knowledge. In contrast, we directly gen-
erate objects in 3D space with accurate geometry informa-
tion. Moreover, our method provides accurate 3d geometry
priors to these 2D-based methods, complementing the 2D
priors from image diffusion models, and hence effectively
alleviating the Janus problem. In addition, these methods
require tens of minutes to hours for optimizing a single ob-
ject, whereas our method generates NeRFs in seconds.

3. Method
Our model consists of a tri-plane diffusion module to gener-
ate tri-planes of a 3D object, and a NeRF auto-decoder [45]
to decode the tri-planes into final radiance field. In Sec. 3.1,
we introduce our architecture design. Sec. 3.2 describes
how we can train our model on noisy and unaligned 3D data.
In Sec. 3.3, we introduce the 3D super-resolution plug-in for
high-resolution generation. Sec. 3.4 describes an automated
way to generate descriptive captions in different granulari-
ties. Training and implementation details are available in
the Supp. An overall illustration is provided in Fig. 2.

3.1. Tri-plane Diffusion for NeRF Generation

NeRF generation from disentangled tri-plane represen-
tation. Given a set of 2D multi-view images of a subject,
one can learn its 3D representation with a NeRF, which
models the subject using volume density σ ∈ R+ and RGB
color c ∈ R3

+. For a more efficient representation, we fol-
low previous work [10, 59] that uses the tri-plane represen-
tation to model the NeRFs. Specifically, it factorizes a 3D
volume into three axis-aligned orthogonal 2D feature planes
fxy, fxz, fyz ∈ RN×N×C . Then, one can query the feature
f of any 3D point p ∈ R3 by projecting it onto each of the
three planes and aggregating the retrieved features.

However, we find it necessary to disentangle the geome-
try and color features into two separate tri-planes, denoted
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by fg and fc respectively, which improves model capabil-
ity and provides important geometry prior (see Sec. 4.4.2).
Then, with the tri-planes fg and fc, and a set of rays {ri}, we
can get the integral radiance y of this subject with an auto-
decoder: yi = R(Dω(fg, fc, ri)), where Dω is a multi-layer
perceptron decoder with parameters ω, R denotes volume
rendering [39], and i is the ray index. Our decoder pro-
cesses the tri-planes fg and fc separately to generate density
and color, thereby ensuring that fg only encapsulates the ge-
ometry information and fc only contains the corresponding
color features (see Supp. for details). Given the ground-
truth pixel RGB ŷ, the tri-planes fg , fc and parameters ω
can be optimized by minimizing the rendering loss:

Lrad(fg, fc, ω) =
∑
i

||ŷi −R(Dω(fg, fc, ri))||22 (1)

Disentangled tri-plane generation. For conditional gener-
ation of tri-plane f(·) from prompt p, we adopt a 2D latent
diffusion model [26, 50]. In our framework, the diffusion
model denoises tri-plane features fg, fc ∈ RN×N×3C that
stack the channels of all three axes into a single image.

Given an input tri-plane f0g (or f0c ), the diffusion model
progressively adds noise to it and produces a noisy output
f tg := αtf0g + σtϵ at timestep t, where ϵ ∼ N (0, I) is the
added Gaussian noise, αt and σt are noise schedule func-
tions. During each training step, we first train a geometry
denoising network ϵϕ(f tg, t, τ(p)) via

Lgeo(ϕ) = Ef0g ,ϵ,p,t
[||ϵ− ϵϕ(f tg, t, τ(p))||22] (2)

where τ denotes a pre-trained CLIP text encoder [48].
Then, a color denoising network ϵψ(f tc , t, τ(p), fg) condi-
tioned on both prompt p and geometry fg is optimized by

Lcol(ψ) = Ef0c ,ϵ,p,fg,t
[||ϵ− ϵψ(f tc , t, τ(p), fg)||22] (3)

Prompt condition is added by a cross-attention mecha-
nism [50] with classifier-free guidance [25], and geometry
condition for color diffusion is added via concatenation.

During inference, the geometry tri-plane f0g is sampled
starting from the Gaussian noise fTg ∼ N (0, I) conditioned
on prompt p, then the color tri-plane f0c is sampled similarly
but conditioned on prompt p and geometry f0g .

3.2. Training with Noisy and Unaligned Data

Beyond our disentangled architecture and the introduced
training objective, large-scale text-to-3D synthesis requires
a substantial amount of 3D data for training. Recent ef-
forts [16, 17] have gathered over 10M ‘in-the-wild’ 3D
objects from Sketchfab. However, these datasets are dif-
ficult to use due to the heterogeneous quality and data
sources, and the lack of alignment, leading to poor per-
formance or even non-convergence during training (see

Sec. 4.4.1). Manual cleaning and alignment of 10M data is
time-consuming and impractical to scale up. To this end, we
introduce an iterative optimization process within the diffu-
sion training step to autonomously identify noisy 3D data
and automatically align clean data samples during training.

To achieve this goal, for each object, we explicitly model
its 3D rotation angle as θ = {θµ, θσ}, where θµ, θσ ∈ R3

denote the estimated mean and variance of its 3D rotation
angle. Once estimated, the rotation angle can be sampled
from N (θµ, θσ). Note that the geometry tri-plane fg is now
conditioned on the rotation θ, so Eqn. 2 becomes

Lgeo(ϕ, θ) = Ef0g ;θ,ϵ,p,t
[||ϵ− ϵϕ(f tg; θ, t, τ(p))||22] (4)

Then, we can estimate the rotation parameter θ by also min-
imizing the diffusion loss Lgeo(ϕ, θ). However, directly
minimizing it w.r.t θ is challenging, since our model only
uses multi-view images as supervision, and the tri-plane re-
construction already requires hundreds of optimization iter-
ations per object (although effectively). Note that we do not
need an accurate estimate of θ; instead, a rough pose with
good axis disentanglement in tri-plane suffices (see Fig. 5).

To perform this estimation, we consider θ as a hidden
variable and propose an iterative optimization process. We
first initialize the model with a very short warm-up phase
on a small aligned dataset (details in Supp.). Subsequently,
during each training iteration on the entire noisy dataset, we
sample m different θ following N (θµ, θσ) and estimate the
corresponding tri-planes f0g . Then with a frozen geometry
diffusion model, we compute the loss in Eqn. 4 with fixed
parameter ϕ at a fixed time step t, which gives us a loss
distribution w.r.t the sampled rotations θ. After that, we can
update the rotation parameter by θµ ← (1−λµ)θµ+λµθmin
and θσ ← λσ|θµ − θmin|, where θmin is the sampled rota-
tion with the smallest loss and λ(·) are momentum parame-
ters. Finally, given threshold T , we can use θmin to update
the geometry denoising network ϵϕ if Lgeo(ϕ, θmin) ≤ T .

We initialize θµ and θσ with all elements equal to 0 and
π, respectively. Then we set m = ceil(36/π · θσ), which
is updated every iteration. In practice, it converges fast, of-
ten requiring just 5-10 iterations. We filter out the objects
that do not converge after 10 iterations. This step does not
require back-propagation through the diffusion model when
optimizing θ, which also speeds up the process.

3.3. 3D Super Resolution

Directly training a high-resolution diffusion model is slow
and inefficient. Therefore, we train our base module at a res-
olution of 1282, and rely upon a 3D Super-Resolution (SR)
plug-in with the tri-plane diffusion structure to increase the
resolution from 1282 to 5122. Given a low-resolution tri-
plane f(·), we first apply a roll-out operation [59] that con-
catenates the tri-plane features horizontally, followed by a
bilinear interpolation to get an intermediate tri-plane f ′(·) at
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a resolution of 5122. Then, a parameterized diffusion model
is used to directly predict the high-resolution tri-plane f̂(·).
Alongside the L2 loss on tri-plane, we apply an entropy
loss to the generated NeRF to encourage full transparent
or opaque points, ensuring a smoother SR generation. It’s
worth noting that our model can directly generate high-
quality objects without the SR plug-in. In fact, except for
results in Fig. 1 (c), all experiments/results in this paper are
conducted without the SR module to ensure fair compar-
isons with baselines, as they are all evaluated at 1282. More
details are provided in the Supp.

3.4. Coarse to Fine-gained Caption Generation

Text prompts play a crucial role in large-scale generation,
but datasets like Objaverse only contain paired metadata
that do not serve as informative captions. To solve this prob-
lem, Cap3D [38] proposed to use LLM to consolidate cap-
tions generated from multiple views of a 3D object. We fol-
low their pipeline to generate captions for all training exam-
ples. However, we found that these captions may be overly
detailed and contain irrelevant objects, making it difficult to
train a model from scratch. In addition, considering the lim-
ited availability of 3D data, we find that caption enrichment
with different granularities is an effective and cost-efficient
manner to ‘scale up’ the training set.

To generate more accurate captions with multiple gran-
ularities, we begin by rendering 8 images at 5122 from dif-
ferent camera angles for each object. Next, a pretrained
DeiT [56] on ImageNet-1K [18] is used to classify the ob-
ject in each image and output object proposals based on the
top-5 confidence scores. After that, we use BLIP2 [33] and
LLaVA [36] for captioning through a two-stage question-
answering process. In the first stage, they are tasked to
identify the object in the image. Then we compare the iden-
tified object with the object proposals using the CLIP simi-
larity, and eliminate irrelevant objects. In the second stage,
for each image, the top-ranked matched answer is passed to
the vision-language models for (1) assigning a title to this
object, and providing descriptions of the object’s (2) color
and texture, and (3) structure and geometry. 5 answers are
generated for each question. Then we adopt the caption se-
lection and consolidation from Cap3D [38] to get the final
captions. We retain four captions per object, which corre-
spond to (1) the object category, (2) the generated title, and
the descriptions focusing on (3) texture and (4) geometry.
Finally, we use the category and title information to further
eliminate the irrelevant objects in descriptions (3) and (4).
These captions are selected randomly during training.

4. Experiments
In this section, we first evaluate the performance of our
method on single-class generation (Sec. 4.1) and large-scale
text-to-3D generation (Sec. 4.2). Then, we show that our

Method Car Chair Table

FID (↓) KID (↓) FID (↓) KID (↓) FID (↓) KID (↓)
π-GAN [7] 36.7 - 52.71 13.64 41.67 13.82
EG3D [8] 10.46 4.90 16.54 8.41 31.18 11.67
DiffRF [43] - - 15.95 7.94 27.06 10.3
SSDNeRF [10] 11.08 3.47 - - 14.27 4.08

Ours 6.90 1.84 7.01 2.12 7.26 1.89

Table 1. Single-class generation on SRN Cars, PS Chairs, and
ABO Tables. Baseline results are reported by DiffRF and SSD-
NeRF. We train our model from scratch using exactly the same
rendered images as the baselines. KID is multiplied by 103.

method can function as a critical object-level 3D geometry
prior, significantly improving previous optimization-based
text-to-3D models (Sec. 4.3). Finally, we prove the effec-
tiveness of our main ingredients in ablation (Sec. 4.4). Ad-
ditional experimental results are provided in the Supp.
Datasets. We warm up our model on OmniObject3D [62]
and a split of ShapeNet [9], which contain 6342 objects
spanning 216 categories. Then we train our full model on
Objaverse [17] that contains 800K+ objects.1 For single-
class generation, we strictly follow the previous meth-
ods [10, 19, 43] and conduct experiment on ShapeNet SRN
Cars [9], Amazon Berkeley Objects (ABO) Tables [14], and
PhotoShape (PS) Chairs [46]. For Chairs, we generate im-
ages following the render pipeline in DiffRF [43]. For Cars
and Tables, we directly use the rendered images in SSD-
NeRF [10] for both training and testing.

4.1. Single-class 3D Generation

We compare against four leading methods: π-GAN [7],
EG3D [8], DiffRF [43], SSDNeRF [10]. Following the lat-
est SOTA method (SSDNeRF), we evaluate the generation
quality using the Fréchet Inception Distance (FID) [24] and
Kernel Inception Distance (KID) [4]. All metrics are evalu-
ated at a resolution of 1282. Results are reported in Tab. 1.
We reduce our model size to 135M parameters for a fair
comparison with SSDNeRF (122M). We also remove the
prompt condition and train a separate model on each cat-
egory following the baselines. Even when trained from
scratch on the same data with a similar model size, our
approach significantly outperforms all previous meth-
ods. It underscores the high quality of our generated ob-
jects and the effectiveness of our method in modeling 3D
data. Qualitative comparisons are provided in the Supp.

4.2. Direct Text-to-3D Generation

We compare our method with the current SOTA method
Shap-E [29]. For a fair and comprehensive comparison,
we evaluate both methods on 475 prompts, including all

1We did not use Objaverse-XL [16] since the data were not public avail-
able when this project was conducted.
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Figure 3. Qualitative comparison with Shap-E [29]. We use the same text prompt as in Shap-E (top 2 rows) and DreamFusion (middle 2
rows), we also compare the performance on complex objects (last row). For Shap-E, we use the official code and model. For our method,
we generate objects in 1283 without the super-resolution plug-in. All images of both methods are rendered at 2562. Our DIRECT-3D
generates 3D objects with enhanced quality in both geometry and texture. We also generate more various and complex objects.

More realistic More detailed Overall preference

Shap-E [29] 28.4% 22.9% 26.1%
Ours 71.6% 77.1% 73.9%

Table 2. User preference studies. We conduct user studies on
475 prompts, including all prompts from Shap-E and 162 prompts
from DreamFusion. 73.9% of users prefer ours over Shape-E.

prompts in the official paper and website of Shap-E and 162
prompts from DreamFusion gallery. 2 Qualitative results are
provided in Fig. 3. Our model is able to generate more
various and complex objects with much higher quality
in both geometric details and textures. More results can
be found in the Supp.

Following Magic3D [35], we also conduct user studies
to evaluate different methods based on user preferences on
Amazon MTurk. For each generated object, we render a
video recording its rotation along the z-axis, covering a full
360-degree view. Then we show users two side-by-side

2https://dreamfusion3d.github.io/gallery.html

videos generated by two algorithms, both using the same
input prompt. We randomly switch the order of these two
videos for different prompts. Users are instructed to evalu-
ate which video is (1) more realistic, (2) more detailed, and
(3) which one they prefer overall. Each prompt is evaluated
by 3 different users, yielding a total of 1425 comparison re-
sults. As shown in Tab. 2, we generate more realistic and
detailed objects, leading to higher user preference.

4.3. Improving 2D-lifting Methods with 3D Prior

Recent 2D-lifting text-to-3D methods [35, 47] have demon-
strated impressive visual quality and compositionality us-
ing pretrained 2D text-to-image diffusion models as image
prior. However, they suffer from the multi-face (Janus)
problem. Here we show that plugging DIRECT-3D into the
2D-lifting framework as a 3D prior greatly alleviates the
Janus problem and improves the geometry consistency.

We use an open-source implementation of DreamFu-
sion [47] using StableDiffusion v2.1 [49] (DreamFusion-
SD) or DeepFloyd [15] (DreamFusion-IF) as the 2D image
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Ours + DreamFusion DreamFusion

“a DSLR photo of a lion”

“a DSLR photo of a squirrel”

“a DSLR photo of a sheep”

“a DSLR photo of a chimpanzee”

“a corgi wearing sunglasses”

“a squirrel in samurai armor wielding a katana”

“a hippo wearing a sweater”

“a kangaroo wearing a backpack”

Ours + DreamFusion DreamFusion

Ours + DreamFusion DreamFusion

Ours + DreamFusion DreamFusion

Ours + DreamFusion DreamFusion

Ours + DreamFusion DreamFusion

Ours + DreamFusion DreamFusion

Ours + DreamFusion DreamFusion

Figure 4. DIRECT-3D provides a useful 3D prior for 2D-lifting methods [47]. Our 3D prior alleviates issues such as multiple faces and
missing/extra limbs, while also improving texture quality. Please check the video results in Supp. for a better comparison.

Succ. Rate Geo. Consist. Tex. Consist.

DreamFusion-SD [47] 12% 16% 30%
DreamFusion-IF [47] 10% 10% 72%
DreamFusion-SD + Ours 84% 84% 98%

Table 3. Improving 2D-lifting text-to-3D generation. DIRECT-
3D provides a useful 3D geometry prior, enhancing the geometry
consistency and increasing the generation success rate.

prior. Our 3D prior is implemented as a Score Distillation
Sampling (SDS) [47] loss added to the original text-to-3D
loss. As the Janus problem only happens on radially asym-
metric objects like animals, we concentrate our quantitative
experiments on animals. We conducted 50 trials using the
prompt ‘A DSLR photo of a [animal]’, with [animal]
randomly sampled from a list of 14 animal types. The
prompt for DIRECT-3D is set to ‘A [animal]’. Only gen-
erations with both correct geometry and texture are counted
as success. The detailed criterion is described in the Supp.
As shown in Tab. 3, adding DIRECT-3D as 3D prior
greatly improves the success rate of text-to-3D genera-
tion, alleviating the multi-face problem.

We also show qualitative comparisons in Fig 4. Our
method provides important geometry prior that greatly im-
proves the generation success rate and the geometry con-
sistency of the baseline method. In addition, we find that

Car (R) Chair (R) Car + Chair + Table (R)

FID (↓) KID (↓) FID (↓) KID (↓) FID (↓) KID (↓)
w/o AAC 46.77 34.35 45.57 27.17 39.06 27.24
w/ AAC 8.69 2.82 10.53 5.35 13.62 5.03

Table 4. Automatic Alignment and Cleaning (AAC) improves
performance on unaligned data. To simulate unaligned data, all
objects are rotated by a random degree, with a maximum of 360◦

along z-axis and ±30◦ along x/y axes (denoted as R). C+C+T
means a same model is trained on all 3 datasets for multi-class
generation, with ‘A 3D mesh of a [Class]’ as prompt condition.

with better geometry information, the texture consistency
and quality are also improved.

4.4. Ablation Studies

4.4.1 Ablation of Automatic Alignment and Cleaning

We show the effectiveness of the Automatic Alignment and
Cleaning (AAC) in Tab. 4, Fig. 5, and Fig. 5. For quanti-
tative evaluation, we randomly rotated the aligned objects
in SRN Cars, ABO Tables, and PS Chairs, and evaluate the
models on their test set. Results are provided in Tab. 4. For
visualization, we select cars and chairs from the Objaverse
dataset based on their assigned category title, and directly
train our model on them. We visualize the learned tri-plane
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Figure 5. Tri-plane feature learned with/without Automatic
Alignment and Cleaning (AAC) on Objaverse. It roughly aligns
the objects to get clear tri-plane features. Unaligned objects can be
captured by tri-plane representation, but the inadequate axis disen-
tanglement makes it challenging for the diffusion model to learn.

Figure 6. Model learned with/without AAC on Objaverse. AAC
enables direct and more efficient training on noisy, unaligned data.

Car Table Car + Chair + Table

FID (↓) KID (↓) FID (↓) KID (↓) FID (↓) KID (↓)
Not Disentangled 9.98 2.96 12.86 3.87 17.74 8.15
Disentangled 6.90 1.84 7.26 1.89 10.06 3.44

Table 5. Improvement of Disentanglement.

“a DSLR photo of a dog”
GeoDiff GeoDiff+ColorDiff ColorDiff

Figure 7. Disentangling geometry and color provides a proper
3D geometrical prior, while improving the high-fidelity texture
from 2D image diffusion models.

and the generated NeRFs in Fig. 5 and Fig 6. AAC learns
reasonable alignments of 3D objects while effectively fil-
tering out toxic data. It enables direct and more efficient
training on noisy and unaligned ‘in-the-wild’ data.

4.4.2 Ablation of Disentanglement

Tab. 5 highlights the enhancements achieved through disen-
tanglement. For models without disentanglement, we dou-
ble the number of layers to maintain similar model parame-
ters. Disentanglement greatly improves model capabilities,
establishing the foundation for large-scale generation.

More importantly, it provides pure geometry priors for
various tasks. Considering 2D-lifting text-to-3D genera-
tion, Fig. 7 shows that when geometry and color are not dis-
entangled, using our model as a geometry prior also affects
the texture (i.e., harms the image feature prior learned from
2D diffusion models). However, with disentanglement, we
are able to provide critical geometry priors while preserving
the high-fidelity texture from 2D image diffusion models.
In addition, with better geometry consistency, the textures

Figure 8. Prompt Enrichment. FID and KID are computed on
the entire test set. We provide captions with varying granularities:
Coarse captions enhance object-category connections, simplifying
the training, while fine-gained captions enable a better understand-
ing of detailed features such as color and part-level information.

learned from 2D diffusion models are also improved.

4.4.3 Ablation of Prompt Enrichment

Fig. 8 compares the performance variance when the model
is trained with different prompts. ‘Class name’ means cap-
tion with template ‘A 3D mesh of a [Class]’.
Class name gives a better performance on FID and KID
scores (reported in the figure). It simplifies the problem
into a class-conditional multi-class generation task, ensur-
ing higher quality in the generated object. However, train-
ing only with class names leads to a lack of basic under-
standing regarding detailed attributes.
Cap3D prompt contains finer details, yet can be overly in-
tricate and occasionally contains irrelevant objects or even
incorrect captions due to the failure of BLIP2 on synthetic
objects. Directly training on them is more challenging, re-
sulting in reduced quality and lower FID/KID scores.
Our prompt enrichment provides 4 different prompts for
each object under different granularities. It ensures high-
quality generation while offering better control over details.

5. Conclusion
We have presented DIRECT-3D, a diffusion-based text-to-
3D generation model that is directly trained on extensive
noisy and unaligned ‘in-the-wild’ 3D assets. Given text
prompts, DIRECT-3D can generate high-quality 3D ob-
jects with precise geometric details in seconds. It also pro-
vides important and easy-to-use 3D geometry priors, com-
plementing 2D priors provided by image diffusion models.
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